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The F7 Drive is a Pulse Width Modulated Drive for AC 3-Phase induction motors. This type of Drive is also known as an
Adjustable Frequency Drive, Variable Frequency Drive, AC Drive, AFD, ASD, VFD, VSD, and Inverter.

This command changes the status of the slave station. It does not remove the cause of a fault. After the cause
of the alarm or warning has been removed, this command is then used to clear the status of the alarm or
warning. After the connection is established, the phase moves to phase 2 or 3. If a transfer fault is detected
after moving to phase 2 or phase 3, notification is given of the fault. The setting range satisfies the following
formulas. In the following cases, a warning is generated and the command is ignored. After moving to phase
1, no check for transmission faults is executed. This command can be used in phases 2 and 3. If this command
is received while in phase 2 or 3, the data for the control command to the Inverter is cleared to 0, and a fault
reset command is carried out for the Inverter. Fault reset INV multi-function terminal input 5 Default:
Multi-step speed reference 1 INV multi-function terminal input 6 Default: Multi-step speed reference 2 INV
multi-function terminal input 7 Default: Output frequency According to o Frequency reference U According to
o INV analog input A2 0. Main circuit current voltage: After this command is issued, synchronous
communications are carried out. If communica- tions become asynchronous due to any fault such as a
communications fault, this command can be used to restore synchronous communications. If a warning is
generated, the values that were read are undefined. D3 to D7 are not used. Inverter fault detection and SI-T
fault detection. If a warning occurs, operation will follow the previous command. Command warning
Communications warning Received commands are ignored. The following table shows the alarm codes for
SI-T notification if a fault is detected in the Inverter. Revision History Revision History The revision dates and
numbers of the revised manuals are given on the bottom of the back cover. This manual also for:
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1/2 - HP. The F7 drive was the Industrial Workhorse of adjustable frequency drives. It was intended to handle every
conventional drive application found in the typical industrial manufacturing plant from simple variable torque pumping to
sophisticated networked material handling.

3: Cable Variador YASKAWA - [PDF Document]
â€¢ Customers who intend to use the product described in this manual for devices or systems relating to transportation,
health care, space aviation, atomic or electric power, or under- water use must contact their Yaskawa representatives or
the nearest Yaskawa sales office beforehand.
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Related manual: yaskawa j programming manual, manual variador yaskawa j espaÃ±ol, l&t drive yaskawa manual,
yaskawa ns manual, yaskawa nx operator's manual, Yaskawa JGSM Series Manual (pdf).
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Varispeed F7 Models Drive Enable/Disable This manual must be read thoroughly before conn ecting and operating the
inverter. All safety pre-.
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www.enganchecubano.com Advertencias y Precauciones Esta secciÃ³n contiene las advertencias y precauciones
pertinentes para el uso correcto de Ã©ste producto, de no seguirse, podrÃan causar lesiones, fallas o daÃ±os en el
inversor.
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YASKAWA Varispeed V7 INSTRUCTION MANUAL YASKAWA MANUAL NO. TOE-SC COMPACT
GENERAL-PURPOSE INVERTER Upon receipt of the product and prior to initial operation, read these instructions.
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The F7 drive is primarily used for general purpose industrial applications. The A drive is primarily used for general
purpose and high performance industrial applications, including those that require precise torque and speed control as
well as control.
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2 Product Overview YASKAWA ELECTRIC SIEP C 24A V Option CANopen Technical Manual 7 2 Product Overview
About This Product The SI-S3/V is an option unit designed to connect the V drive to a CANopen network.
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